Bean Burgers

1lb dried beans (runner bean seeds are ideal)
1½ lb tomatoes
3 large onions (approx 1½ lbs)
6oz bread or fine breadcrumbs
3oz plain flour
Large bunch of parsley (approx 2oz)
2 tbs tamari
Sunflower oil

Soak the beans for 24 hours.  Discard the soaking water and boil beans until cooked.  Beans need to be boiled for at least 10 minutes to remove toxins but they will need a lot longer than this before they are cooked.

Liquidise tomatoes and boil until reduced to half of original volume (alternatively you could use concentrated tomato paste).

Mash beans with a potato masher or in a food processor. If you use the latter make sure it is not too fine. Add mashed beans to a large mixing bowl.

Chop onions finely – use the food processor after the beans have been removed.

Fry onions in oil until soft.  Add to the mixing bowl.

Chop parsley finely – use the food processor again.  Add to the mixing bowl.

Make fine breadcrumbs in the food processor.  Add to mixing bowl.

Add tamari and tomato paste to mixing bowl and mix all the ingredients together thoroughly 

Form into burgers by hand.  This is best done with damp hands and it is best to have a bowl of water handy for this purpose. Fry burgers in oil until golden brown on both sides. 

We batch cook burgers and freeze them for a quick meal. To do thisplace the cooked burgers on a tray with a dusting of flour to prevent them sticking to the tray.  Allow to cool and then freeze on the tray.  When frozen pack the burgers into a sealed tub.

Alternatively you can use a burger maker (ours is from Kitchen Craft).  This takes some of the mess out of forming burgers but you will need to use two disks of waxed paper for each burger. If we use the burger maker we freeze the burgers without frying. Place on trays and continue as above above. The fburgers  can be fried slowly in plenty of oil  until cooked through and until golden brown on both sides.

See   Kitchen Craft   for burger making implement
	
Burger Maker link


